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With current engine technology, airframe noise is a contributing source for large
commercial aircraft on approach, but not the major contributor. With the promise of much
quieter jet engines with the planned new generation of high-by-pass turbofan engines, air-
frame noise has become a topic of interest in the advanced subsonic transport research
program. Questions being raised include: Will airframe noise be the dominant noise
source on approach? How well can it be predicted? Is airframe noise an absolute noise
floor to which other noise sources should be reduced, or can airframe noise be reduced?
The concerns raised in these questions ultimately are connected to the noise acceptability of
the aircraft.
The objective of this paper is to assess the contribution of airframe noise relative to the
other aircraft noise sources on approach. The assessment will be made for a current
technology large commercial transport aircraft and for an envisioned advanced technology
aircraft. NASA's Aircraft Noise Prediction Program (ANOPP) will be used to make total
aircraft noise predictions for these two aircraft types. Predicted noise levels and areas of
noise contours will be used to determine the relative importance of the contributing
approach noise sources. The actual set-up decks used to make the ANOPP runs for the
two aircraft types are included in appendixes,
AIRFRA_ NOISE
Background
Airframe noise arises from the interactions of unsteady air flow with the aircraft structure
exposed to the flow. The unsteadiness of the air flow is a consequence of flight, for
instance the turbulent boundary layer of a wing or the impingent of a turbulent wake of an
up-stream aircraft component on a down-stream aircraft component. The primary airframe
noise sources are usually considered to be trailing edges, landing gear, cavities, flaps, and
slats. These sources are not, in general, independent and may interact. The air flow
around an aircraft is highly energized and dynamic, making airframe noise a significant and
complex aircraft noise source. Airframe noise is expected to contribute the most to overall
aircraft noise during approach when the engines are throttled and the aircraft is in a dirty
(high lift devices and landing gear deployed) configuration.
Much airframe noise research has been done. Both experimental and theoretical
investigations have been extensive, much of the work being performed over a decade ago.
Experimental investigations have included full scale flight experiments, complete model and
component wind tunnel testing, and free flight glider and model experiments. Theoretical
investigations have been concerned with the fundamental physics of individual airframe
noise sources. Many excellent summaries of airframe noise research are available (refs. 1-
4).
Initially, airframe noise modelling was aimed at whole aircraft Overall Sound Pressure
Level (OASPL) prediction which was empirically based with pertinent parameters identified
from analytical insight. These methods soon were extended to predict 1/3 octave band
spectra. These empirical methods worked reasonably well when applied to the same or
similar class of aircraft. Whole aircraft airframe noise prediction was soon surpassed by
component noise prediction models in which the airframe noise of particular aircraft





foundedandcompletefor manyflow environments(ref. 4).Anotherairframenoise
componentwhichin principleis wellunderstoodis thatdueto landinggear.
Duringapproach,dominantairframenoisesourcesotherthanlandinggeararethosecaused
bythedeploymentof highlift devices,suchasflapsand slats.Theincreasein airframe
noisewith flapandslatdeploymentoverthatof acleanwingis ontheorderof 10EPNdB
(ref. 1). Flapandslatairframenoiseis associatedwith thephysicalgapsor slotsbetween




however,it is oftendifficult toobtainsufficientinputto usethefirst principlemethods.








paper.NASALangleyResearchCenter'sAircraft NoisePredictionProgram,ANOPP,(ref. 5)wasusedto makethetotalaircraftnoisepredictions.TheFinkairframenoise
methodis incorporatedin ANOPP.TheairframenoisepredictionmethodinANOPPwas
validatedin reference6 withavarietyof measuredatanotincorporatedinto theFink
method.Theresultof thevalidationshowedthattheFink methodagreedwithin_+2
EPNdBto themeasuredresults.
ANOPP,andprogramssimilarto it, requires detailed information in order to make an
aircraft noise prediction. For example, one of the needed categories of information is
engine operating parameters, often referred to as the engine operating deck. The engine
data are critical to the prediction of the fan, core, turbine, and jet noise. It typically is very
difficult to obtain the required engine parameters, particularly for an engine in the current
fleet or an engine in development. The required input to make airframe noise predictions is
relatively easily obtained from published descriptions (ref. 7). One of the early ANOPP
validation studies involved a DC-10 (ref. 8). The ANOPP input parameters listed in
reference 8, although somewhat different from the current required input, were used as the
basis to make ANOPP predictions for a DC- 10 on approach. These predictions were used
to verify the numbers being predicted by ANOPP 15 years after the DC-10 validation and
to serve as a baseline for comparison to the projected advanced subsonic transport noise
predictions. Noise sources included in the total aircraft ANOPP predictions are fan inlet,
fan discharge, core, turbine, and jet; along with main landing gear, flap, slat, nose landing
gear, wing, horizontal tail, and vertical tail airframe noise sources.
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theplacementof absorbingmaterial(liners)in andthedesignof thefanandturbineducts.
Theselectionprocessfor thenoisesuppressionamountsto acalibrationof ANOPP
necessitatedbyalackof detailedinformationfor currentechnologyengines.
An exampleof theresultof thenoisepredictionprocessis givenin figure1for thebaseline
DC-10in theformof anEffectivePerceivedNoiseLevel (EPNL)contourplotof thetotal




makethepredictionsgivenin thisreport.Theresultsin Figure1andall theresultstobe
givenarefor anaircraftflying anapproachconsistingof a3degreeglideslope.The
maximumapproachEPNLvalueisgivenin theupperfightportionof theplot for the
approachposition.Theapproachpositionis theonespecifiedin theFAR 36 (ref.9) noise
certificationregulationswhichis 1.25miles(2.0km)from theendof therunway. The3-
degreeapproachglidesloperesultsin theaircraftpassingapproximately120m abovethe
approachposition. In figure 1,thecirclesymbolunderneaththeflight trackis thelocation
of theapproachposition.Similarnoisecontourresultswerepredictedfor individualnoise
sources.All noisepredictionsweremadefor amicrophonepositioned1.2m abovethe
ground.Theresultsfor thebaselineDC-10ANOPPnoisepredictionsaresummarizedin
Table1 in theformof approachEPNLvaluesandareasof the103EPNLnoisecontours.
In TableI, resultsaregivenfor thetotalaircraftnoise,andthenoisecontributionsof fan
discharge,fan inlet, turbine,airframe,core,andjet noisesources.
ThetotalaircraftnoiseapproachEPNLvaluewhichcorrespondsto theFAA approach
certificationpositionis compatiblewithpublishedvaluesfor aDC-10-40poweredwith
JT9D-59Aengines.Thepredictedtotallevelof 107dB is oneEPNdBabovethelargest
reportedcertificationlevelin reference23 for aDC-10. Onedecibelis within theaccuracy
of thepredictionswhichisbelievedto beon theorderof 2 EPNdB.Thecontributionsof
eachof thepredictednoisesourcesarepresentedinTable1in increasingorderof impor-
tance.Thelargestcontributorto thetotalnoiseonapproachis fannoisewith airframe
noise,on thebasisof approachEPNLvalues,thefourth largestcontributor,10EPNdB
lessthanfannoise.
Thefrequencycontentof thevariousnoisesourcesis givenin figure2 for thesound
emittedwhentheaircraftwasovertheapproachcenterlinemicrophoneposition.At
frequencieslessthan600Hz, airframeandjet noisesourcesarecomparablein leveland





additional5dB of suppressionwasappliedto boththefan(inletanddischarge)andturbine
noisesources.This 'rubber'enginewasobtainedby usingtheNavy/NASAEngine
Program,NNEP,(ref. 10)to extrapolatetheenginedeckof asmaller(approximately






assumptionsfor anadvancedsubsonictransport.BPRsin therangeof 20andadditional





2 in theform of approachEPNLvaluesandareasof the103EPNLnoisecontours.The
ANOPPset-updeckusedto maketheadvancedtechnologytransportnoisepredictionsis
givenin AppendixB. ResultsinTable2aregivenfor thetotalaircraftnoise,thefaninlet,
thefandischarge,theairframe,turbine,andcorenoisesources.Thepredictedjet noise
wassosmallthatit is notpresentedin Table2. ThehigherBPRengineshaveresultedin
lessjet noiseandtheadditionalnoisesuppressionisevidentin theresults.Forthis











800Hz to 4 kHz, fandischargenoiseisdominant.Above4 kHz, turbinenoisebecomes
dominant.Jetnoiseis seento beverylow andnotacontributingnoisesource.
Within theaccuracyof thenoisepredictions,on theorderof 2EPNdB,thecontributionof
ai__'ramenoisein termsof EPNLiscomparabletothecontributionof fannoisetothetotal
noiseof thisadvancedtechnologytransport.Additionalreductionsin fannoisealonewill
ultimatelyresultin airframenoisebecomingthedominantnoisesourceonapproach.From
















TheapproachEPNL levelsof thesethreeairframenoisesoarcesarecomparable,falling in





noise,butgreatreductionsin landingspeed,arenot likely. A movetowardsimplerhigh lift
systemswith fewerslatandflap segmentswith thoughtgiventodownstreamwake
impingementwould tendto minimizeairframenoise. Porous,serrated,swept,sucking,
andblowingleadingandtrailingedgeshavebeenproposedtoreducetheintensityof the
interactionbetweentheunsteadyflow andtrailingedges.In thecaseof flapedgenoise,the
abovelistedsurfacechangesor anedgeplatemightbeusedtoreducethenoise.
Interactionsbetweenairframenoisecomponentshavebeenshownto beeitheradverse,
causinganincreasein airframenoiseor favorable,causingadecreasein totalairframe
noise. In amodelexperimentinvolvinganAdvancedSupersonicTransport(ref. 11),the
airframenoisewith theflapsandmainlandinggeardeployedwasgreaterthanthesumof
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Table i. Noise Predictions for Baseline DC. 10




Turbine I00 .064 (.166)
Fan Inlet I01 .134(.347)
Fan Discharge 102 .108 (.2°80)
Total 107 .531(1.375)






FanDischarge 92 .003 (.008)
Fan Inlet 94 .014(.036)
To_i 99 .060 (.155)
Table 3.Airframe Noise Pr
No_ Landing Gear 76
Leading Edge Slat 85
Trailing Edge Flap 86
Main Landing Gear 87
Total 92
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Figure 2. Current_chnolog7 ov_ad noise Fi&m_ 3. Advanc_ _hnolo_" ov_he_[ noi_
sotr_ spectra, source specu'a.
Appendix A: Conventional Transport ANOPP Command File
Contained herein is the ANOPP command file used to calculate EPNL values for
the approach to landing of a conventionally powered commercial transport. For brevity's
sake the majority of observer positions (for the Geometry Module GEO) and suppression
factors (for the General Suppression Module GENSUP) were omitted. Except for those
omissions the command file is sumcient to reproduce the results presented in this paper.
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ANOPP ACCOUNTm.FALSE., JECHOm. TRUE., JLOG=.FALSE., LENGL-12000,










PARAM DELH = 100. $ ALTITUDE INCREMENT FOR OUTPUT
PARAM HI - 0. $ GROUND LEVEL ALTITUDE, FT
PARAM IUNITS = 7HENGLISH $ INPUT UNITS
PARAM NHO w 22 $ NUMBER OF ALTITUDE INCREMENTS
PARAM P1 = 2116.224 $ ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE AT GROUND, LBF/SQFT
PARAM IPRINT = 2 $ PRINT OUTPUT
$
$ ATM MEMBER ATM(IN)
$
UPDATE NEWU-ATM, SOURCE-* $


































































PARAM IUNITS - 7HENGLISH $ INPUT UNITS
PARAM ABSINT = 5 $ NUMBER OF INTEGRATION STEPS
PARAM IPRINT - 2 $ PRINT OUTPUT
PARAM SAE _ .TRUE. $ SAE METHOD
$
$ ABS MEMBER SFIELD(FREQ] AND DIRECTIVITY MEMBERS SFIELD(THETA) AND SFIELD(PHI)
$
UPDATE NEWU=SFIELD, SOURCE-* $
-ADDR OLDM=*, NEWM-FREQ, FORMAT=4H*RS$, MNR=I $
50.0, 63.0, 80.0, 100.0, 125.0, 160.0, 200.0,
250.0, 315.0, 400.0, 500.0, 630.0, 800.0, i000.0,
1250.0, 1600.0, 2000.0, 2500.0, 3150.0, 4000.0, 5000.0,
6300.0, 8000.0, i0000.0, 12500.0 $
-ADDR OLDM-*, NEWM-PHI, FORMAT=4H*RS$, MNR=I $
0., 5., 10., 15., 20., 25., 30., 35., 40.,
45., 50., 55., 60., 65., 70., 75., 80., 85. $
-ADDR OLDM-*, NEWM-THETA, FORMAT-4H*RS$, MNR-I $
I0
5. , 10. , 15. , 20. , 25. , 30. , 35. , 40. , 45. , 50. ,
55., 60., 65., 70., 75., 80., 85., 90., 95., 100.,
i05., II0., i15., 120., 125., 130., 135., 140., 145., 150.,
155., 160., 165., 170., 175. $
END* $
$






PARAM IUNITS = 7HENGLISH
PARAM NJO s 0
PARAM IPRINT i 0
PARAM IOUT m 1
PARAM J = I
PARAM TSTEP " 0.5
PARAM Z1 m 0.
PARAM ENGNAM = 3HEN1
PARAM TT m 0.
PARAM VA = 233.
PARAM XA = -38162.
PARAM YA = 0.
PARAM ZA = 2010.
PARAM THW = -3.0
PARAM PLG = 4HDOWN
PARAM TLG = 0.
PARAM JF i 1000
PARAM TF = 200.
PARAM XF a 10000.
PARAM ZF = I0.
PARAM ALPHA = 6.5
PARAM DELTA = 50.
PARAM THROT = .1880
$ INPUT UNITS
$ NUMBER OF TIME STEPS COMPLETED
$ PRINT NOTHING
$ OUTPUT OPTION
$ INITIAL STEP NUMBER
$ TIME STEP INTERVAL, SEC
$ ALTITUDE AT BRAKE RELEASE, FT
$ ENGYNE IDENTIFIER NAME
$ INITIAL TIME, SEC
$ AIRCRAFT VELOCITY, FT/SEC
$ INITIAL DISTANCE FROM ORIGIN, FT
$ LATERAL DISTANCE FROM ORIGIN, FT
$ INITIAL ALTITUDE, FT
$ INCLINATION OF FLIGHT VECTOR WRT HOR, DEG
$ INITIAL LANDING GEAR POSITION
$ LANDING GEAR RETRACTION TIME, SEC
$ INTEGRATION STEP NUMBER
$ TIME LIMIT, SEC
$ DISTANCE LIMIT, FT
$ ALTITUDE LIMIT, FT
$ ANGLE-OF-ATTACK, DEG
$ FLAP SETTING, DEG
$ POWER SETTING







PARAM AW w 3648.
PARAM CTK = .I
PARAM DELDB _ 20.
PARAM MASSAC m 12526.
PARAM START m 0.
PARAM STOP _ 9999.
PARAM DTIME " 0.5
PARAM DELTH _ 10.
PARAM ICOORD m 3
PARAM DIRECT m .FALSE.
PARAM IPRINT m 0
$ WING AREA, SQFT
$ CHARACTERISTIC TIME CONSTANT, SEC
$ LIMITING NOISE LEVEL DOWN FROM PEAK
$ REFERENCE MASS OF AIRCRAFT, SLUG
$ INITIAL FLIGHT TIME TO BE CONSIDERED, SEC
$ FINAL FLIGHT TIME TO BE CONSIDERED, SEC
$ RECEPTION TIME INCREMENT, SEC
$ MAXIMUM DIRECTIVITY ANGLE LIMIT, DEG
$ BOTH BODY AND WIND AXES OUTPUT
$ CALCULATION OPTION
$ PRINT NOTHING
PARAM IUNITS _ 7HENGLISH $ INPUT UNITS
$
$ GEO MEMBER OBSERV(COORD)
$
UPDATE NEWU=OBSERV, SOURCE=* $
-ADDR OLDM=*, NEWM-COORD, FORMAT=4H*RS$, MNR=208 $
-13200., 0., 4. $
-11460., 0., 4. $
. total of ( 26 * 8 ) = 208 observer locations
2640., 2640., 4. $
END* $
$

















$ SELECTED APM OUTPUT
AMU DYNAMIC VISCOSITY






PARAM IPRINT E 2 $ PRINT LOCAL ATMOSPHERIC PROPERTIES
PARAM IUNITS = 7HENGLISH $ INPUT UNITS
PARAM Z - 2010. $ ALTITUDE, FT
$




















$ PARAM CA =


































































HORIZONTAL TAIL AREA, SQFT
VERTICAL TAIL AREA, SQFT
WING AREA, SQFT
FLAP SPAN, FT
HORIZONTAL TAIL SPAN, FT
VERTICAL TAIL SPAN, FT
WING SPAN, FT
FLAP SETTING, DEG
TIRE DIAMETER OF MAIN LANDING GEAR, FT
TIRE DIAMETER OF NOSE LANDING GEAR, FT
MAIN LANDING GEAR STRUT LENGTH, FT






DEFAULT SOURCE TIME, SEC
NUMBER OF WHEELS PER MAIN LANDING GEAR
NUMBER OF WHEELS PER NOSE LANDING GEAR
NUMBER OF MAIN LANDING GEAR
NUMBER OF NOSE LANDING GEAR







CODE USED TO FORM MEMBER NAME
INPUT UNITS
WING TRAILING EDGE NOISE
HORIZONTAL TAIL TRAILING EDGE NOISE
VERTICAL TAIL TRAILING EDGE NOISE
TRAILING EDGE FLAP NOISE
LEADING EDGE SLAT NOISE
MAIN LANDING GEAR NOISE
NOSE LANDING GEAR NOISE
















EVALUATE MA = VA / CA
PARAM CETP _ 18821.1
EVALUATE PI = CETP / PRES
PARAM CETT n 1191.6
EVALUATE TI n CETT / TA
PARAM CXTT " 2126.3
EVALUATE TCJ " CXTT / TA
PARAM DTTR _ 1310.
EVALUATE TDDELT n DTTR / TA
$ PARAM CA - 0.
$ PARAM RHOA " 0.
$ PARAM STIME " 0.
PARAM ICAO78 = .FALSE.
PARAM SCRXXX n 3HEN1
PARAM SCRNNN _ 001
PARAM IOUT _ 0
PARAM IPRINT - 0
PARAM IUNITS " 7HENGLISH
$
46.3 $ ENGINE REFERENCE AREA, SQFT
1.0 $ COMBUSTOR ENTRANCE AREA, SQFT
CEA / AE $ NORMALIZED ENTRANCE AREA
3 $ NUMBER OF ENGINES
1. $ OBSERVER DISTANCE, FT
5.221 $ COMB ENTRANCE MASS FLOWRATE, SLUG/SEC
CEMFR / ( RHOA * CA * AE ) $ NORMALIZED MASS FLOWRATE
$ FLIGHT MACH NUMBER
$ COMBUSTOR ENTRANCE TOT PRESSURE, LBF/SQFT
$ NORMALIZED TOTAL PRESSURE
$ COMBUSTOR ENTRANCE TOTAL TEMP, DEG R
$ NORMALIZED ENTRANCE TEMPERATURE
$ COMBUSTOR EXIT TOTAL TEMPERATURE, DEG R
$ NORMALIZED EXIT TEMPERATURE
$ DESIGN TURBINE TEMP EXTRACTION, DZG R
$ NORMALIZED TEMPERATURE EXTRACTION
$ VALUE FROM APM
$ VALUE FROM APM
$ DEFAULT SOURCE TIME, SEC
$ REGULAR SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION
$ CODE USED TO FORM MEMBER NAME











PARAM AE -- 46.3 $ ENGINE REFERENCE AREA, SQFT
PARAM NENG - 3 $ NUMBER OF ENGINES
PARAM RS _ I. $ OBSERVER DISTANCE, FT
$ PARAM STIME - 0. $ DEFAULT SOURCE TIME, SEC
PARAM TICSA - 1.68 $ TURBINE INLET X-SECT AREA, SQFT
EVALUATE AREA I TICSA / AE $ NORMALIZED INLET AREA
PARAM F - .0140 $ FUEL TO AIR RATIO
PARAM HA i HUMID $ ABSOLUTE HUMIDITY FROM APM
PARAM NBLADE - 102 $ NUMBER OF ROTOR BLADES
PARAM TRD m 3.9472 $ TURBINE ROTOR DIAMETER, FT
EVALUATE D m TRD / SQRT ( AE } $ NORMALIZED ROTOR DIAMETER
EVALUATE MA - VA / CA $ FLIGHT MACH NUMBER
PARAM ROSPD m 39.67 $ ROTATIONAL SPEED, REV/SEC
EVALUATE ROTSPD m ROSPD / ( CA / TRD ) $ NORMALIZED ROTATIONAL SPEED
PARAM TETT n 2126.3 $ TURBINE ENTRANCE TOT TEMP, DEG R
EVALUATE TTI _ TETT / TA $ NORMALIZED TOTAL TEMPERATURE
PARAM TXST m 1390.3 $ TURBINE EXIT STAT TEMP, DEG R
EVALUATE TSJ m TXST / TA $ NORMALIZED STATIC TEMPERATURE
$ PARAM CA " 0. $ VALUE FROM APM
$ PARAM RHOA w 0. $ VALUE FROM APM
PARAM SCRXXX " 3HEN1 $ CODE USED TO FORM MEMBER NAME
PARAM SCRNNN _ 001 $ SOURCE PREDICTION NUMBER
PARAM BROAD a .TRUE. $ BROADBAND SPECTRA
PARAM PURE m .TRUE. $ PURE TONE SPECTRA
PARAM IOUT m 0 $ NO PRINT
PARAM IPRINT _ 0 $ PRINT NOTHING
PARAM IUNITS m 7HENGLISH $ INPUT UNITS






$ HDNFAN PARAMETERS (DISCHARGE)
$
PARAM AE = 46.3 $ ENGINE REFERENCE AREA, SQFT
PARAM RS - 1. $ OBSERVER DISTANCE, FT
PARAM AAF - 18.7 $ FAN INLET AREA, SQFT











PARAM DELTAA = 44.
EVALUATE DELTAT = DELTAA / TA
$ PARAM CA = 0.
$ PARAM RHOA _ 0.
PARAM NBANDS - 0
PARAM NENG - 3
PARAM NB = 46
PARAM NV = 96
PARAM IGV = 1
PARAM DIS = 1
$ PARAM STIME _ 0.
PARAM IOUT = 0
PARAM IPRINT - 0
PARAM SCRNNN = 001
PARAM SCRXXX = 3HEN1
PARAM IUNITS = 7HENGLISH
PARAM INRS m .FALSE.
PARAM INCT m .FALSE.
PARAM INDIS - .FALSE.
PARAM IDBB _ .TRUE.
PARAM IDRS w .TRUE.
PARAM INBB w .FALSE.
$
$ EXECUTE HDNFAN, GENERATE HDNFND(EN1001)
$
EXECUTE HDNFAN HDNFAN=HDNFND $
$
DIAFR - 4.89 $ FAN ROTOR DIAMETER, FT
DIAM = DIAFR / SQRT(AE) $ NORMALIZED FAN ROTOR DIAMETER
MD - 1.36 $ FAN TIP MACH NUMBER AT DESIGN
RSS = 0.26 $ ROTOR-STATOR SPACING
MDOTA = 29.71 $ MASS FLOW RATE, SLUG/SEC
MDOT = MDOTA / ( RHOA * CA * AE ) $ NORMALIZED MASS FLOW RATE
MA = VA / CA $ FLIGHT MACH NUMBER
RPS = 39.67 $ ROTATIONAL SPEED, REV/SEC
N = RPS / ( CA / DIAFR ) $ NORMALIZED ROTATIONAL SPEED
$ TEMP RISE ACROSS FAN, DEG R
$ NORMALIZED TEMP RISE ACROSS FAN
$ VALUE FROM APM
$ VALUE FROM APM
$ 1/3 OCTAVE BANDS FOR FREQ SHIFT
$ NUMBER OF ENGINES
$ NUMBER OF ROTOR BLADES
$ NUMBER OF STATOR VANES
$ INLET GUIDE VANE INDEX
$ INLET DISTORTION INDEX
$ DEFAULT SOURCE TIME, SEC
$ NO PRINT
$ PRINT NOTHING
$ SOURCE PREDICTION NUMBER
$ CODE USED TO FORM MEMBER NAME
$ INPUT UNITS
$ INLET ROTOR-STATOR INTERACTION
$ COMBINATION TONES
$ INLET DISTORTION TONES
$ DISCHARGE BROADBAND NOISE
$ DISCHARGE ROTOR-STATOR INTERACTION
$ INLET BROADBAND NOISE
$
$ HDNFAN PARAMETERS (INLET)
$
PARAM AE = 46.3
PARAM RS = i.
PARAM AAF = 46.3
EVALUATE AFAN = AAF / AE
PARAM DIAFR = 7.68
EVALUATE DIAM = DIAFR / SQRT(AE}
PARAM MD = 1.36
PARAM RSS m 0.26





PARAM DELTAA = 44.
EVALUATE DELTAT _ DELTAA / TA
$ PARAM CA _ 0.
$ PARAM RHOA = 0.
PARAM NBANDS = 0
PARAM NENG = 3
PARAM NB = 46
PARAM NV = 96
PARAM IGV m 1
PARAM DIS = 1
$ PARAM STIME = 0.
PARAM IOUT = 0
PARAM IPRINT = 0
PARAM SCRNNN = 001
PARAM SCRXXX - 3HEN1
PARAM IUNITS = 7HENGLISH
PARAM INRS = .FALSE.
PARAM INCT = .TRUE.
PARAH INDIS = .FALSE.
PARAM IDBB _ .FALSE.
PARAM IDRS = .FALSE.
$ ENGINE REFERENCE AREA, SQFT
$ OBSERVER DISTANCE, FT
$ FAN INLET AREA, SQFT
$ NORMALIZED FAN INLET AREA
$ FAN ROTOR DIAMETER, FT
$ NORMALIZED FAN ROTOR DIAMETER
$ FAN TIP MACH NUMBER AT DESIGN
$ ROTOR-STATOR SPACING
$ MASS FLOW RATE, SLUG/SEC
MDOT = MDOTA / ( RHOA * CA * AE ) $ NORMALIZED MASS FLOW RATE
MA - VA / CA $ FLIGHT MACH NUMBER
RPS = 39.67 $ ROTATIONAL SPEED, REV/SEC
N = RPS / ( CA / DIAFR ) $ NORMALIZED ROTATIONAL SPEED
$ TEMP RISE ACROSS FAN, DEG R
$ NORMALIZED TEMP RISE ACROSS FAN
$ VALUE FROM APM
$ VALUE FROM APM
$ I/3 OCTAVE BANDS FOR FREQ SHIFT
$ NUMBER OF ENGINES
$ NUMBER OF ROTOR BLADES
$ NUMBER OF STATOR VANES
$ INLET GUIDE VANE INDEX
$ TNLET DISTORTION INDEX
$ DEFAULT SOURCE TIME, SEC
$ NO PRINT
$ PRINT NOTHING
$ SOURCE PREDICTION NUMBER
$ CODE USED TO FORM MEMBER NAME
$ INPUT UNITS
$ INLET ROTOR-STATOR INTERACTION
$ COMBINATION TONES
$ INLET DISTORTION TONES
$ DISCHARGE BROADBAND NOISE
$ DISCHARGE ROTOR-STATOR INTERACTION
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PARAM INBB - .TRUE. $ INLET BROADBAND NOISE
$
$ EXECUTE HDNFAN, GENERATE HDNFNI(EN1001)
$










































A1 = FEJA / AE
ETANG s 0.
DELTA - ALPHA + ETANG
PSED - 2.82
$ VALUE FROM APM
$ VALUE FROM APM
$ FLIGHT MACH NUMBER
$ OBSERVER DISTANCE, FT
$ ENGINE REFERENCE AREA, SQFT
$ FULLY EXPANDED JET AREA, SQFT
$ NORMALIZED FULLY EXPANDED JET AREA
$ ENGINE TILT ANGLE, DEG
$ ANGLE BETWEEN FLIGHT AND ENGINE, DEG
$ PRIMARY STREAM EQUIV DIAMETER, FT
DE1 - PSED / SQRT(AE) $ NORMALIZED EQUIV DIAMETER
PSHD - 2.82 $ PRIMARY STREAM HYDR DIAMETER, FT
DHI - PSHD / SQRT(AE) $ NORMALIZED HYDR DIAMETER
PSJV g 870.4
Vl = PSJV / CA
PSJD = .000962
RHO1 _ PSJD / RHOA
PSTT = 1340.
T1 - PSTT / TA
M1 = 0.5027
SFEJA _ 19.32
A2 = SFEJA / AE
SSJV - 695.0
V2 - SSJV / CA
SSJD _ .002317
RHO2 - SSJD / RHOA
SSTT - 568.1




$ PRIMARY STREAM JET VELOCITY, FT/SEC
$ NORMALIZED JET VELOCITY
$ PRIMARY STREAM JET DENSITY, SLUG/CUFT
$ NORMALIZED JET DENSITY
$ PRIMARY STREAM TOTAL TEMP, DEG R
$ NORMALIZED TOTAL TEMPERATURE
$ PRIMARY STREAM MACH NUMBER
$ SECONDARY FULLY EXP JET AREA, SQFT
$ NORMALIZED FULLY EXPANDED JET AREA
$ SECONDARY STREAM JET VELOCITY, FT/SEC
$ NORMALIZED JET VELOCITY
$ SECONDARY STREAM JET DENS, SLUG/CUFT
$ NORMALIZED JET DENSITY
$ SECONDARY STREAM TOTAL TEMP, DEG R
$ NORMALIZED TOTAL TEMPERATURE
$ SECONDARY STREAM MACH NUMBER
$ DEFAULT SOURCE TIME, SEC
$ NUMBER OF ENGINES
PARAM SCRNNN = 001
PARAM SCRXXX g 3HENI
PARAM IUNITS _ 7HENGLISH
PARAM PLUG m .TRUE.
PABAM CIRCLE = .TRUE.
PARAM SUPER - .FALSE.
PARAM IOUT = 0
PARAM IPRINT m 0
$ SOURCE PREDICTION NUMBER




$ NO PRIMARY STREAM SHOCK NOISE
$ NO PRINT
PRINT NOTHING




$ GENSUP TABLE SUPPREST(FACTOR), I0 DB SUPPRESSION
$
TABLE SUPPREST{FACTOR ) I SOURCE=* $
INT_ 1 2
INDI= RS 25 2 2
50.0, 63.0, 80.0, 100.0, 125.0, 160.0, 200.0,
250.0, 315.0, 400.0, 500.0, 630.0, 800.0, i000.0,
1250.0, 1600.0, 2000.0, 2500.0, 3150.0, 4000.0, 5000.0,
6300.0, 8000.0, 10000.0, 12500,0
IND2= RS 35 2 2
5., 10., 15., 20., 25., 30., 35., 40., 45., 50.,
55., 60., 65., 70., 75., 80., 85., 90., 95., I00.,
105., 110., 115., 120., 125., 130., 135., 140., 145., 150.,
155., 160., 165., 170., 175.
IND3= RS 18 2 2
0., 5., 10., 15., 20., 25., 30., 35., 40.,
45., 50., 55., 60., 65., 70., 75., 80., 85.
DEP= RS
15
.I, .1, .1, .I, .I, .I, .I, .i, .I, .i, .1, .1, .1, .I, .1, .1, .1, .I,
.1, .I, .1, .1, .1, .I, .1, .1, .1, .I, .1, .1, .1, .1, .1, .1, .i, .1,
. total of ( 25 * 35 * 18 ) = 15750 suppression values





PARAM SCRXXX i 3HENI $ CODE USED TO FORM MEMBER NAME
PARAM SCRNNN - 001 $ SOURCE PREDICTION NUMBER
PARAM IPRINT = 0 $ PRINT NOTHING
PARAH RHOA - 0. $ VALUE FROM APM
PARAM CA = 0. $ VALUE FROM APM
PARAM IOUT J 0 $ NO PRINT
PARAM IUNITS m 7HENGLISH $ INPUT UNITS
$ APPLY i0 DB SUPPRESSION TO TURBINE NOISE, GENERATE GETURS(ENI001)
$
EXECUTE GENSUP NOISE=GETUR SUPPRESSISUPPREST $
$
$ APPLY 10 DB SUPPRESSION TO FAN DISCHARGE NOISE, GENERATE HDNFNDS(ENI001)
$
EXECUTE GENSUP NOISE=HDNFND SUPPRESSISUPPREST $
$
$
$ PRO PARAMETERS COMMON TO ALL
$
PARAM IPRINT = 0
PARAM IOUT = 1
$ PARAM SIGMA = 485.
PARAM IUNITS - 7HENGLISH
PARAM NBAND = I
PARAM RS i I.
PARAM SURFACE : 4HSOFT
$ PARAM COH - .01
PARAN ABSORP = .TRUE.
PARAM GROUND _ .TRUE.
PARAM PROTIME m 3HEN1
$ PRINT NOTHING
$ DB OUTPUT
$ DEFAULT GROUND FLOW RESIST, SLUG/SEC-CUFT
$ INPUT UNITS
$ NUMBER OF SUBBANDS PER i/3 OCTAVE
$ OBSERVER DISTANCE, FT
$ SURFACE TYPE OPTION
$ DEFAULT INCOHERENCE COEFFICIENT
$ ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION OPTION
$ GROUND EFFECTS OPTION
$ CODE USED TO FORM MEMBER NAME
$ PRO PARAMETER FOR AIRFRAME, EXECUTE PRO
$
PARAM PROSUMI = 6HFNKAFM $ NAME OF NOISE UNIT
EXECUTE PRO PROSUM=PROSUMI, GEOM-WIND, PRO-PRO1 $ GENERATE PROI(PRES)
$
$ PRO PARAMETER FOR CORE r EXECUTE PRO
$
PARAM PROSUM2 = 5HGECOR $ NAME OF NOISE UNIT
EXECUTE PRO PROSUM-PROSUM2, GEOM=BODY, PROmPRO2 $ GENERATE PRO2(PRES)
$
$ PRO PARAMETER FOR TURBINE, EXECUTE PRO
$
PARAM PROSUM3 - 5HGETUR $ NAME OF NOISE UNIT
EXECUTE PRO PROSUN-PROSUM3, GEOM=BODY, PRO-PRO3 $ GENERATE PRO3(PRES)
$
$ PRO PARAMETER FOR FAN DISCHARGE, EXECUTE PRO
$
PARAH PROSUM4 = 6HHDNFND $ NAME OF NOISE UNIT
EXECUTE PRO PROSUM=PROSUM4, GEOM=BODY, PRO-PRO4 $ GENERATE PRO4(PRES)
$
$ PRO PARAMETER FOR FAN INLET, EXECUTE PRO
$
PARAM PROSUM5 = 6HHDNFNI $ NAME OF NOISE UNIT
EXECUTE PRO PROSUM=PROSUM5, GEOM=BOD¥, PROmPR05 $ GENERATE PRO5(PRES)
$
$ PRO PARAMETER FOR JET, EXECUTE PRO
$
PARAM PROSUM6 = 6HSTNJET $ NAME OF NOISE UNIT
EXECUTE PRO PROSUM-PROSUM6, GEOM_BODY, PRO-PRO6 $ GENERATE PRO6(PRES)
$
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$ PRO PARAMETER FOR SUPPRESSED TURBINE, EXECUTE PRO
$
PARAM PROSUM7 = 6HGETURS $ NAME OF NOISE UNIT
EXECUTE PRO PROSUM=PROSUMT, GEOM=BoDY, PRO=PRO7 $ GENERATE PRO7(PRES)
$
$ PRO PARAMETER FOR SUPPRESSED FAN DISCHARGE, EXECUTE PRO
$
PARAM PROSUM8 m 7HHDNPNDS $ NAME OF NOISE UNIT
EXECUTE PRO PROSUM=PROSUMB, GEoM_BODY, PRO=PRO8 $ GENERATE PROB(PRES}
$
$
LEV PARAMETERS COMMON TO ALL
PARAM IAWT = .FALSE.
PARAM IDWT = .FALSE.
PARAM IOSPL = .FALSE.
PARAM IOUT - 1
PARAM IPNL - .FALSE.
PARAM IPNLT = .TRUE.
PARAM NAWT = .FALSE.
PARAM NDWT _ .FALSE.
PARAM NOSPL - .FALSE.
$ A-WEIGHTED LEVEL OPTION





$ NO NARROW BAND DATA
$ NO NARROW BAND DATA
$ NO NARROW BAND DATA














PARAM DTIME = .5
PARAMETERS COMMON TO ALL
PARAM ISYM _ .FALSE.
PARAM IOPT _ 1
$ RECEPTION TIME INCREMENT, SEC
$ NON-SYMMETRICAL OUTPUT
$ EPNL PLOT ouTPUT
PRINT PARAMETERS COMMON TO ALL MODULES
PARAM IPRINT _ 0 $ PRINT_NDTHING
LEV AND CNT PARAMETERS FOR AIRFRAME, EXECUTE LEV, EFF, AND CNT
PARAM MEMSUM w 6HPRO1 6HPRES $ LEV UNIT NAME AND MEMBER NAME
PARAM FILNAME - 8HFRAMCBPR $ CNT FILE NAME
EXECUTE LEV $ GENERATE LEV(PNLT)
EXECUTE EFF $ GENERATE EFF(EPNL)
EXECUTE CNT $ GENERATE DATA FILE FRAMCBPR.OUT
AND CNT PARAMETERS FOR CORE, EXECUTE LEV, EFF, AND CNT
PARAM MEMSUM - 6HPRO2 . 6HPRES $ LEV UNIT NAME AND MEMBER NAME
PARAM FILNAME - 8NCORECBPR $ CNT FILE NAME
EXECUTE LEV $ GENERATE LEV(PNLT)
EXECUTE EFF $ GENERATE EFF(EPNL)
EXECUTE CNT $ GENERATE DATA FILE CORECBPR.OUT
AND CNT PARAMETERS FOR TURBINE, EXECUTE LEV, EFF, AND CNT
PARAM MEMSUM m 6HPRO3 , 6HPRES $ LEV UNIT NAME AND MEMBER NAME
PARAM FILNAME _ 8HTURBCBPR $ CNT FILE NAME
EXECUTE LEV $ GENERATE LEV(PNLT)
EXECUTE EFF $ GENERATE EFF(EPNL)
EXECUTE CNT $ GENERATE DATA FILE TURBCBPR.OUT
AND CNT PARAMETERS FOK FAN DISCHARGE, EXECUTE LEV, EFF, AND CNT
PARAM MEMSUM - 6HPRO4 , 6HPRES $ LEV UNIT NAME AND MEMBER NAME
PARAM FILNAME - 8HPANDCBPR $ CNT FILE NAME
EXECUTE LEV $ GENERATE LEV(PNLT)
EXECUTE EFF $ GENERATE EFF(EPNL)
EXECUTE CNT $ GENERATE DATA FILE FANDCBPR.OUT
AND CNT PARAMETERS FOR FAN INLET, EXECUTE LEV, EFF, AND CNT
PARAM MEMSUM - 6HPRO5 , 6HPRES $ LEV UNIT NAME AND MEMBER NAME
PARAM FILNAME -- 8HFANICBPR $ CNT FILE NAME
EXECUTE LEV $ GENERATE LEV(PNLT}
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EXECUTE EFF $ GENERATE EFF(EPNL)
EXECUTE CNT $ GENERATE DATA FILE FANICBPR.OUT
$
$ LEV AND CNT PARAMETERS FOR JET, EXECUTE LEV, EFF, AND CNT
$
PARAM MEMSUM = 6HPRO6 , 6HPRES $ LEV UNIT NAME AND MEMBER NAME
PARAM FILNAME - 8HJETNCBPR $ CNT FILE NAME
EXECUTE LEV _ GENERATE LEV(PNLT)
EXECUTE EFF $ GENERATE EFF[EPNL)
EXECUTE CNT $ GENERATE DATA FILE JETNCBPR.OUT
$
$ LEV AND CNT PARAMETERS FOR SUPPRESSED TURBINE, EXECUTE LEV, EFF, AND CNT
$
PARAM MEMSUM = 6HPRO7 , 6HPRES $ LEV UNIT NAME AND MEMBER NAME
PARAM FILNAHE - 8HTURSCBPR $ CNT FILE NAME
EXECUTE LEV $ GENERATE LEV(PNLT)
EXECUTE EFF $ GENERATE EFF(EPNL)
EXECUTE CNT $ GENERATE DATA FILE TURSCBPR.OUT
$
$ LEV AND CNT PARAMETERS FOR SUPPRESSED FAN DISCHARGE, EXECUTE LEV, EFF, AND CNT
$
PARAM MEMSUM - 6HPRO8 . 6HPRES $ LEV UNIT NAME AND MEMBER NAME
PARAM FILNAME - 8HFADSCBPR $ CNT FILE NAME
EXECUTE LEV $ GENERATE LEV(PNLT)
EXECUTE EFF $ GENERATE EFF(EPNL)
EXECUTE CNT $ GENERATE DATA FILE FADSCBPR.OUT
$
$ LEV AND CNT PARAMETERS FOR AIRFRAME AND ENGINE, EXECUTE LEV, EFF, AND CNT
$
PARAM MEMSUM - 6HPRO1 , 6HPRES , 6HPRO2 , 6HPRES ,
6HPRO3 , 6HPRES , 6HPRO4 , 6HPRES ,
6HPRO5 , 6HPRES , 6HPRO6 , 6HPRES
$ LEV UNIT NAMES AND MEMBER NAMES
PARAM FILNAME - 8HLOUDCBPR $ CNT FILE NAME
EXECUTE LEV $ GENERATE LEV(PNLT)
EXECUTE EFF $ GENERATE EFF(EPNL)
EXECUTE CNT $ GENERATE DATA FILE LOUDCBPR.OUT
$
$ LEV AND CNT PARAMETERS FOR AIRFRAME & ENGINE WITH SUPPRESSED FAN AND TURBINE,
$ EXECUTE LEV, EFF, AND CNT
$
PARAM MEMSUM = 6HPROI , 6HPRES
6HPRO5 , 6HPRES
6HPRO7 , 6HPRES





, 6HPRO2 , 6HPRES ,
, 6HPRO6 , 6HPRES ,
, 6HPRO8 , 6HPRES
$ LEV UNIT NAMES AND MEMBER NAMES
$ CNT FILE NAME
$ GENERATE LEV(PNLT}
$ GENERATE EFF(EPNL)







Appendix B: Advanced Transport ANOPP Command File
Contained herein is the ANOPP command file used to calculate EPNL values for the
approach to landing of a commercial transport powered by a 10:1 by-pass ratio turbofan
engine. For brevity's sake the majority of observer positions (for the Geometry Module
GEO) and suppression factors (for the General Suppression Module GENSUP) were omit-
ted. Except for those omissions the command file is sufficient to reproduce the results
presented in this paper.
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ANOPP ACCOUNT=.FALSE., 3ECHO=.TRUE., JLOG=.FALSE., LENGLmI2000,











PARAM DELH - I00.
PARAM HI = 0.
PARAM IUNITS = 7HENGLISH
PARAM NHO = 22
PARAM P1 = 2116.224
PARAM IPRINT = 2
$
$ ATM MEMBER ATM{IN}
$
$ ALTITUDE INCREMENT FOR OUTPUT
$ GROUND LEVEL ALTITUDE, FT
$ INPUT UNITS
$ NUMBER OF ALTITUDE INCREMENTS
$ ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE AT GROUND, LBF/SQFT
$ PRINT OUTPUT
UPDATE NEWU=ATM, SOURCEm* $





















































PARAM IUNITS = 7HENGLISH $ INPUT UNITS
PARAM ABSINT = 5 $ NUMBER OF INTEGRATION STEPS
PARAM IPRINT = 2 $ PRINT OUTPUT
PARAM SAE = .TRUE. $ SAE METHOD
$
$ ABS MEMBER SFIELD(FREQ) AND DIRECTIVITY MEMBERS SPIELD(THETA) AND SFIELD(PHI)
$
UPDATE NEWU=SFIELD, SOURCE=* $
-ADDR OLDM=*, NEWM=FREO, FORMAT=4H*RS$, MNR=I $
50.0, 63.0, 80.0, 100.0, 125.0, 160.0, 200.0,
250.0, 315.0, 400.0, 500.0, 630.0, 800.0, I000.0,
1250.0, 1600.0, 2000.0, 2500.0, 3150.0, 4000.0, 5000.0,
6300.0, 8000.0, 10000.0, 12500.0 $
-ADDR OLDMm*, NEWM=PHI, FORMAT=4H*RS$, MNR=I $
0., 5., 10., 15., 20., 25., 30., 35., 40.,
45., 50., 55., 60., 65., 70., 75., 80., 85. $
-ADDR OLDM=*, NEWM=THETA, FORMAT=4H*RS$, MNR'I $
2O
5. , 10. , 15. , 20. , 25. , 30. , 35. , 40. , 45. , 50 • ,
55., 60., 65., 70., 75., 80., 85., 90., 95., 100.,
105., 110., 115., 120., 125., 130., 135., 140., 145., 150.,
155., 160., 165., 170., 175. $
END* $
$







PARAM IUNITS = 7HENGLISH $ INPUT UNITS
PARAM NJO g 0
PARAM IPRINT = 0
PARAM IOUT w I
PARAM 3 = I
PARAM TSTEP _ 0.5
PARAM Z1 - 0.
PARAM ENGNAM _ 3HEN1
PARAM TT = 0.
PARAM VA - 233.
PARAM XA - -38162.
PARAM YA _ 0.
PARAM ZA - 2010.
PARAM THW = -3.0
PARAM PLG = 4HDOWN
PARAM TLG _ 0.
PARAM JF - i000
PARAM TF _ 200.
PARAM XF - 10000.
PARAM ZF = I0.
PARAM ALPHA _ 6.5
PARAM DELTA = 50.
PARAM THROT - .2445
$ NUMBER OF TIME STEPS COMPLETED
$ PRINT NOTHING
$ OUTPUT OPTION
$ INITIAL STEP NUMBER
$ TIME STEP INTERVAL ,SEC
$ ALTITUDE AT BRAKE RELEASE, FT
$ ENGINE IDENTIFIER NAME
$ INITIAL TIME, SEC
$ AIRCRAFT VELOCITY, FT/SEC
$ INITIAL DISTANCE FROM ORIGIN, FT
$ LATERAL DISTANCE FROM ORIGIN, PT
$ INITIAL ALTITUDE, FT
$ INCLINATION OF FLIGHT VECTOR WRT HeR, DEG
$ INITIAL LANDING GEAR POSITION
$ LANDING GEAR RETRACTION TIME, SEC
$ INTEGRATION STEP NUMBER
$ TIME LIMIT, SEC
$ DISTANCE LIMIT, FT
$ ALTITUDE LIMIT, FT
$ ANGLE-OF-ATTACK, DEG
$ FLAP SETTING, DEG
$ POWER SETTING






PARAM AW - 3648. $ WING AREA, SQFT
PARAM CTK w .i $ CHARACTERISTIC TIME CONSTANT, SEC
PARAM DELDB - 20. $ LIMITING NOISE LEVEL DOWN FROM PEAK
PARAM MASSAC - 12526. $ REFERENCE MASS OF AIRCRAFT, SLUG
PARAM START _ 0. $ INITIAL FLIGHT TIME TO BE CONSIDERED, SEC
PARAM STOP - 9999. $ FINAL FLIGHT TIME TO BE CONSIDERED, SEC
PARAM DTIME - 0.5 $ RECEPTION TIME INCREMENT, SEC
PARAM DELTH - 10. $ MAXIMUM DIRECTIVITY ANGLE LIMIT, DEG
PARAM ICOORD - 3 $ BOTH BODY AND WIND AXES OUTPUT
PARAM DIRECT _ .FALSE. $ CALCULATION OPTION
PARAM IPRINT - 0 $ PRINT NOTHING
PARAM IUNITS - 7HENGLISH $ INPUT UNITS
$
$ GEe MEMBER OBSERV(COORD}
$
UPDATE NEWUnOESERV, SOURCE=* $
-ADDR OLDM-*, NEWM=COORD, FORMAT=4H*RS$, MNR-208 $
-13200., 0., 4. $
-11460., 0., 4. $
. total of ( 26 * 8 ) = 208 observer locatlons
2640., 2640., 4. $
END* $
$







$ SELECTED APM OUTPUT
$






PARAH IPRINT _ 2 $ PRINT LOCAL ATMOSPHERIC PROPERTIES
PARAM IUNITS - 7HENGLISH $ INPUT UNITS
PARAM Z _ 2010. $ ALTITUDE, FT
$





$ ENGINE STATE TABLES
$
TABLE ENG (FAN1 ) 1 SOURCE-* $
INT- 0 I
INDI= RS i0 2 2
1.0, 0.9, 0.6, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1
IND2- RS 7 2 0




































































































































1.0, 1. , 1.0, 1.0
1,0, 1.0 1.0, 1.0
1.0, 1.0 1.0, 1.0
1.0, 1.0 1.0, 1.0
1.0, 1.0 1.0, 1.0
1.0, 1.0 1 0, 1.0
1.0, 1.0 1 0, 1.0
0.0, 0.0 0 0, 0.0
0 0, 0.0 0 0, 0.0
0 0, 0.0 0 0, 0.0
0 0, 0.0 0 0, 0.0
O, 0.0 0 O, 0.0
0, 0.0 0 0, 0.0










































































INDI= RS I0 2 2
1 0720, 1.0720, 1 0720, 1.0720
0 4446, 0.4206, 0
0 2183, 0.4888, 0
0 3457, 0.3127, 0
0 4256, 0.4023, 0
0 4870, 0.4682, 0
0 3179, 0.2788, 0
0 4050, 0.3806, 0











2967, 0.2635, 0.4890, 0.4718
3912, 0.3669, 0.3402, 0.3107












1.0, 0.9, o.a, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1
IND2= RS 7 2 0
0.0, 0.I, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6












0 0 0.0, 0.0
0 0 0.0, 0.0
0 0 0.0, 0.0
0 0 0.0, 0.0
0 o 0.o, 0.0
o o 0.o, 0.o





































I 5217, 1.5217_11.5217, 1.5217
1 5217, 1.5217, 1.5217, 1.5217
1 5217, 1.5217, 1.5217, 1.5217
1 5217, 1.5217, 1.5217, 1.5217
1 5217, 1.5217, 1.5217, 1.5217
1 5217, 1.5217, 1.5217, 1.5217
1 5217, 1.5217, 1.5217, 1.5217
1 5217, 1.5217, 1.5217, 1.5217
1 5217, 1.5217, 1.5217, 1.5217
1 5217, 1.5217, 1.5217, 1.5217
0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0, 0.0
0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0, 0.0
0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0, 0.0
0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0, 0.0
0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0, 0.0
0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0, 0.0
0.0,0.0 0.0,0.0,0.0








































3155, 1.2770, I 2387
0537, I_40_/5, 1 3648






2415, 0.2274 r O.2122
2901 0,2_r_6, 0.2684











3909 1.3540 1 3168 1.2787
5823 1.5468 1.5105 1.4735
3174 1.2768 1 7290 1.6930
5414 1.5013 1 4605 1.4185
0956 1.0852 1 0749 1.0647
0232 1.1188 1 1086 1.0985
0587 1.0482 1 0372 1.0263
0946 1.0849 1 0751 1.0650
1326 1.1231 1 1136 1.1040
0641 1.0529 1.0417 1.1454











0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 0 0, 0.0, 0.0
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 0 O, 0.0, 0.0
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 0 0, 0.0, 0.0
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 0 0, 0.0, 0.0
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 0 0, 0.0, 0.0
















































































0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0
END* $
TABLE ENG (CORE1 ) 1 SOURCE-* $
INT_ 0 1
INDls RS 10 2 2
1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1
IND2R RS 7 2 0
0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6
IND3= 0 6 0 0
DEP- RS
































































































0 01091, 0.00940, 0.02077
0 01571 0.01436, 0.01282
0 01942 0.01835, 0.01723
0 01008 0.02178, 0.02096
0 01548 0.01397, 0.01236
0 01975 0.01864, 0.01753
0 02376 0.02290, 0.02193
0 01611 0.01456, 0.01301


























































0.0 0.0, 0.0 0 O, 0.0 0 0 0.0, 0.0
0.0 0.0, 0.0 0 O, 0.0 0 0 0.0, 0.0
0.0 0.0, 0.0 0 O, 0.0 0 0 0.0, 0.0
0.0 0.0, 0.0 0 0, 0.0 0 0 0.0, 0.0
0.0 0.0, 0.0 0 O, 0.0 0 0 0.0, 0.0
0.0 0.0, 0.0 0 0, 0.0 0 0 0.0, 0.0
0.0 0.0, 0.0 0 0, 0.0 0 0 0.0, 0.0
END* $
TABLE ENG (CORE2 ) 1 SOURCEs* $
INT= 0 1
IND1- RS 10 2 2















































1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1
IND2= RS 7 2 0
0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6
IND31 0 6 0 0
DEP1 RS
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,
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0.0 0 O, 0.0 0 O, 0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0
0.0 0 O, 0.0 0 O, 0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0
0.0 0 O, 0.0 0 O, 0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0
0.0 0 0, 0.0 0 0, 0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0
0.0 0 O, 0.0 0 O, 0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0
0.0 0 O, 0.0 0 O, 0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0
0.0 0 0, 0.0 0 0, 0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0
END* $
TABLE ENG (TURBINE1) 1 SOURCE-* $
INT- 0 I








1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.1
IND2- RS 7 2 0
0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0,6
IND3- 0 6 0 0
DEP- RS















0.0, 0 0 0.0, 0.0
0.0, 0 0 0.0, 0.0
0.0, 0 0 0.0, 0.0
0.0, 0 0 0.0, 0.0
0.0, 0 0 0.0, 0.0
0.0, 00 0.0, 0.0
0.0, 0 0 0.0, 0.0
0.0, 0.0,_(_,_.0
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0
0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0























0.02508 .02330, 0.02146, 0.01964, 0.01785, 0.01601,
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3 1251 2.9097 2
3 6066 3.4705 3











































0.5677 0.5411, 0.5128 0.4818, 0.4475
0.3156 0.6166, 0.5941 0.5699, 0.5442
0.4543 0.4176, 0.3756 0.3336, 0.6191
0.5494 0.5233, 0.4952 0.4644, 0.4307
END* $
TABLE ENG (TURBINE2) 1 SOURCE=* $
INT" 0 1
ZNDII RS I0 2 2
1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.I
IND2= RS 7 2 0
0.0, 0.I, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6



































0.03133 0.03133, 0.03133, 0 03133 0.03133 0.03133 0.03133,
0.03133, 0.03133, 0 03133
0.03133, 0.03133, 0 03133
0.03133, 0.03133, 0 03133
0.03133, 0.03133, 0 03133
0.03133, 0.03133, 0 03133






















0140 0.0140, 0 0140, 0.0140 0 0140, 0.0140
0140 0.0140, 0 0140 0.0140 0 0140, 0.0140
0140 0.0140, 0 0140 0.0140 0 0140, 0.0140
0140 0.0140, 0 0140 0.0140 0 0140, 0.0140
0140 0.0140, 0 0140 0.0140 0 0140, 0.0140
0140 0.0140, 0 0140 0.0140 0 0140, 0.0140
0140 0.0140, 0 0140 0.0140 0 0140, 0.0140

























0.0140 0.0140, 0 0140 0.0140 0 0140, 0.0140
0.0140 0.0140, 0 0140 0.0140 0 0140, 0.0140
0.02676, 0.02508, 0.02330, 0.02146 0.01964, 0
0.01422, 0.01246, 0.01074, 0.02685 0.02527, 0
0.02009, 0.01836, 0.01657, 0.01477 0.01296, 0
0.02563, 0.02400, 0.02228, 0.02055 0.01885, 0
0.01336, 0.01149, 0.02769, 0.02617 0.02455, 0
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0'02021, 0.01844, 0.01659, 0.01470,
0.02641, 0.02468, 0.02295, 0.02126,
0.01396, 0.03108, 0.02951, 0.02785,
0.02092, 0.01913, 0.01729, 0.01545,















































0 0.0, 0 0 0.0, 0.0 0 O, 0.0
0 0.0, 0 0 0.0, 0.0 0 O, 0.0
0 0.0, 0 0 0.0, 0.0 0 O, 0.0
0 0.0, 0 0 0.0, 0.0 0 0, 0.0
0 0.0, 0 0 0.0, 0.0 0 0, 0.0
0 0.0, 0 0 0.0, 0.0 0 O, 0.0
0 0.0, 0 0 0.0, 0.0 0 0, 0.0
) 1 SOURCE-* $TABLE ENG (PRIM
INT= 0 1








1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.i
IND2= RS 7 2 0
0.0, 0.I, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6
IND3:. 0 6 0 0
DEP- RS










































































0.0, 0 0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 0 0
0.0, 0 0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 0 0
0.0, 0 0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 0 0
0.0, 0 0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 0 0
0.0, 0 0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0,0, 0-0, 0.0 0 0
0.0, 0 0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 0 0




0.01336 0.01149, 0 02769
0.01943 0.01764, 0 01580
0.02533 0.02362, 0 02190
0.01281 0.02959, 0 02805
0.01952 0.01769, 0 01582
0.02610 0.02436, 0 02265
1.1290, 1.1095, 1.0917, 1
1.0273, 1.0196, 1.0133, 1
1.0649, 1.0519, 1.0401, 1
1.1145, 1.0976, 1.0821, 1
1.0232, 1.0140, 1.1374, 1
0757, 1.0615, 1.0484, 1.0369,
1298, 1.1114, 1.0943, 1.0787,
0301, 1.0216, 1.0131, 1.1326,
0682, 1.0553, 1.0430, 1.0324,
1193, 1.1022, 1.0864, 1.0722,
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• 1.0923, 1 0775, 1.0642
1.1555, 1 1361, 1.1176
1.0448, 1 0337, 1.0225











0 0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0
0 0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0
0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0
0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0
0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0
0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0





















1.7926, 2.4706 2.4127, 2






















TABLE ENG (SEC ) 1 SOURCE=* $
INT= 0 1
INDI= RS 10 2 2
1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.I
IND2= RS 7 2 0
0.0, 0.I, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6
IND3= 0 6 0 0
DEP= RS

























3060, 0.3060, 0 3060, 0.3060
3060 0.3060, 0 3060, 0.3060
3060 0.3060, 0 3060, 0.3060
3060 0.3060, 0 3060 0.3060
3060 0.3060, 0 3060 0.3060
3060 0.3060, 0 3060 0.3060
3060 0.3060, 0 3060 0.3060
3060 0.3060, 0.3060 0.3060
0.3060, 0.3060 0.3060, 0.3060
0, 0.0, 0 0 0.0, 0.0 0.0, 0.0
0, 0.0, 0 0 0.0, 0.0
0, 0.0, 0 0 0.0, 0.0
0, 0.0, 0 0 0.0, 0.0
0, 0.0, 0 0 0.0, 0.0
O, 0.0, 0 0 0.0, 0.0
O, 0.0, 0 0 0.0, 0.0



















































































































































1.0746, 1.0641, 1.0529, 1.0417
1.1175, 1.1081, 1.0984, 1.0886
1.1627, 1.1537, 1.1446, 1.1355
1.0976, 1.0875, 1.0775, 1.1848
1.1494, 1.1403, 1.1311, 1.1218
0, 0.0, 0 0 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0
0 0.0, 0 0 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0
0 0.0, 0 0 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0
0 0.0, 0 0 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0
0 0.0, 0 0 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0
0 0.0, 0 0 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0















PARAM AF - 667.
PARAM AH m 1090.
PARAM AV = 605.
PARAM AW _ 3648.
PARAM BF = 68.
PARAM BH = 70.9
PARAM BV - 24.
PARAM BW = 165.
PARAM DMG = 4.33
PARAM DNG = 3.33
PARAM LMG = 8.31
PARAM LNG _ 5.96
PARAM RS _ 1.
PARAM NWMG = 4
PARAM NWNG = 2
PARAM NMG - 3
PARAM NNG - 1
PARAM NS I 1
PARAM PREPRT - 2
PARAM IOUT = 0
PARAM IPRINT = 0
PARAM SCRXXX n 3HEN1
PARAM DYNCLN = .TRUE.
PARAM DELTAW " .TRUE.
$ FLAP AREA, SQFT
$ HORIZONTAL TAIL AREA, SQFT
$ VERTICAL TAIL AREA, SQFT
$ WING AREA, SQFT
$ TLAP SPAN, FT
$ HORIZONTAL TAIL SPAN, FT
$ VERTICAL TAIL SPAN, FT
$ WING SPAN, FT
$ TIRE DIAMETER OF MAIN LANDING GEAR, FT
$ TIRE DIAMETER OF NOSE LANDING GEAR, FT
$ MAIN LANDING GEAR STRUT LENGTH, FT
$ NOSE LANDING GEAR STRUT LENGTH, FT
$ OBSERVER DISTANCE, FT
$ NUMBER OF WHEELS PER MAIN LANDING GEAR
$ NUMBER OF WHEELS PER NOSE LANDING GEAR
$ NUMBER OF MAIN LANDING GEAR
$ NUMBER OF NOSE LANDING GEAR
$ NUMBER OF SLOTS FOR TRAILING EDGE FLAPS
$ PRINT FOR PREAFM MODULE
$ NO PRINT
$ PRINT NOTHING
$ CODE USED TO FORM MEMBER NAME
$ AERODYNAMICALLY CLEAN AIRCRAFT
$ DELTA WING PLANFORM
PARAM IUNITS m 7HENGLISH $ INPUT UNITS
PARAM TEWN - .TRUE.
PARAM TEHTN - .TRUE.
PARAM TEVTN = .TRUE.
PARAM TEFN m .TRUE.
PARAM LESN i .TRUE.
PARAM MLGN = .TRUE.
PARAM NLGN _ .TRUE.
PARAM LANDG = 4HDOWN
$
$ WING TRAILING EDGE NOISE
$ HORIZONTAL TAIL TRAILING EDGE NOISE
$ VERTICAL TAIL TRAILING EDGE NOISE
$ TRAILING EDGE FLAP NOISE
$ LEADING EDGE SLAT NOISE
$ MAIN LANDING GEAR NOISE
$ NOSE LANDING GEAR NOISE
$ LANDING GEAR POSITION







PARAM AE - 115.911 $ ENGINE REFERENCE AREA, SQFT
PARAM CEA - 11.5911 $ COMBUSTOR ENTRANCE AREA, SQFT
EVALUATE A - CEA / AE $ NORMALIZED ENTRANCE AREA
PARAM PREPRT - 2 $ PRINT FOR PRECOR NODULE
PARAM IUNITS = 7HENGLISH $ INPUT UNITS
PARAM ITYPE = 1 $ LINEAR INTERPOLATION
PARAM RS = 1. $ OBSERVER DISTANCE, FT
PARAM NENG = 3 $ NUMBER OF ENGINES
PARAM SCRXXX - 3HEN1 $ CODE USED TO FORM MEMBER NAME
PARAM IOUT - 0 $ NO PRINT
PARAM IPRINT m 0 $ PRINT NOTHING
PARAM DTTR = 1310. $ DESIGN TURBINE TEMPERATURE EXTRACTION, DEG R
EVALUATE TDDELT - DTTR / TA $ NORMALIZED TEMPERATURE EXTRACTION
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PARAM AE = 115.911
PARAM NENG - 3
PARAM RS = i.
PARAM TICSA - 1.477
EVALUATE AREA = TICSA / AE
PARAM NBLADE - 102
PARAM TRD = 3.78
EVALUATE D - TRD / SORT AE )
PARAM SCRXXX - 3HEN1
PARAM BROAD _ .TRUE.
PARAM PURE - .TRUE.
PARAM IOUT = 0
PARAM IPRINT m 0
PARAM IUNITS w 7HENGLISH
PARAM ITYPE w 1
PARAM IRATIO = 8HCONSTANT
PARAM PREPRT _ 2
$




$ ENGINE REFERENCE AREA, SOFT
$ NUMBER OF ENGINES
$ OBSERVER DISTANCE, FT
$ TURBINE INLET X-SECTIONAL AREA, SOFT
$ NORMALIZED INLET AREA
$ NUMBER OF ROTOR BLADES
$ TURBINE ROTOR DIAMETER, FT
$ NORMALIZED ROTOR DIAMETER
$ CODE USED TO FORM MEMBER NAME
$ BROADBAND SPECTRA





$ SPECIFIC HEAT OPTION
$ PRINT FOR PRETUR MODULE
$
$ THDNFAN PARAMETERS (DISCHARGE)
$
PARAM PREPRT - 2
PARAH IUNITS _ 7HENGLISH
PARAM ITYPE = 1
PARAM AE - 115.911
PARAM RS = 1.
PARAM AAF = 115.911
EVALUATE AFAN - AAF / AE
PARAM DIAFR - 12.148
EVALUATE DIAM w DIAFR / SORT(AE)
PARAM MD = 1.50
PARAM RSS 8 0.26
PARAM NBANDS m 0
PARAM NENG u 3
PARAM NB - 36
PARAM NV m 76
PARAM IGV - 1
PARAM DIS - 1
PARAM IOUT _ 0
PARAM IPRINT = 0
PARAM SCRXXX - 3HEN1
PARAM INNS w .FALSE.
PARAM INCT - .FALSE.
PARAM INDIS _ .FALSE.
PARAM INBB _ .FALSE.
PARAM IDRS _ .TRUE.
PARAM IDBB - .TRUE.
$ PRINT FOR PREFAN MODULE
$ INPUT UNITS
$ LINEAR INTERPOLATION
$ ENGINE REFERENCE AREA, SOFT
$ OBSERVER DISTANCE, FT
$ FAN INLET AREA, SOFT
$ NORMALIZED FAN INLET AREA
$ FAN ROTOR DIAMETER, FT
$ NORMALIZED FAN ROTOR DIAMETER
$ FAN TIP MACH NUMBER AT DESIGN
$ ROTOR-STATOR SPACING
$ i/3 OCTAVE BANDS FOR FREO SHIFT
$ NUMBER OF ENGINES
$ NUMBER OF ROTOR BLADES
$ NUMBER OF STATOR VANES
$ INLET GUIDE VANE INDEX
$ INLET DISTORTION INDEX
$ NO PRINT
$ PRINT NOTHING
$ CODE USED TO FORM MEMBER NAME
$ INLET ROTOR-STATOR INTERACTION TONES
$ COMBINATION TONES
$ INLET DISTORTION TONES
$ INLET BROADBAND NOISE
$ DISCHARGE ROTOR-STATOR INTERACTION
$ DISCHARGE BROADBAND NOISE
$ EXECUTE THDNFAN, GENERATE HDNFND(EN1001)
$
CALL PROCLIB(THDNFAN} HDNFAN=HDNFND $
$
$
$ THDNFAN PARAMETERS (INLET)
$
PARAM PREPRT - 2
PARAM IUNITS _ 7HENGLISH
PARAM ITYPE _ 1
PARAM AE - 115.911
PARAM RS - I.
$ PRINT FOR PREFAN MODULE
$ INPUT UNITS
$ LINEAR INTERPOLATION
$ ENGINE REFERENCE AREA, SOFT
$ OBSERVER DISTANCE, FT
3O
PARAM AAF _ ::----115.911
EVALUATE AFAN _ AAF / AE
PARAM DIAFR n 12.148
EVALUATE DIAM = DIAFR / SQRT{AE)
PARAM MD = 1.50
PARAM RSS _ 0.26
PARAM NBANDS = 0
PARAM NENG = 3
PARAM NB = 36
PARAM NV _ 76
PARAM IGV = 1
PARAM DIS z 1
PARAM IOUT n 0
PARAM IPRINT = 0
PARAM SCRXXX = 3HEN1
PARAM IHRS = .FALSE.
PARAM INCT _ .TRUE.
PARAM INDIS = .FALSE.
PARAM IHBB . .TRUE.
PARAM IDRS _ .FALSE.
PARAM IDBB = .FALSE.
$ FAN INLET AREA, SQFT
$ NORMALIZED FAN INLET AREA
$ FAN ROTOR DIAMETER, FT
$ NORMALIZED FAN ROTOR DIAMETER
$ FAN TIP MACH NUMBER AT DESIGN
$ ROTOR-STATOR SPACING
$ I/3 OCTAVE BANDS FOR FREQ SHIFT
$ NUMBER OF ENGINES
$ NUMBER OF ROTOR BLADES
$ NUMBER OF STATOR VANES
$ INLET GUIDE VANE INDEX
$ INLET DISTORTION INDEX
$ NO PRINT
$ PRINT NOTHING
$ CODE USED TO FORM MEMBER NAME
$ INLET ROTOR-STATOR INTERACTION TONES
$ COMBINATION TONES
$ INLET DISTORTION TONES
$ INLET BROADBAND NOISE
$ DISCHARGE ROTOR-STATOR INTERACTION
$ DISCHARGE BROADBAND NOISE
$ EXECUTE THDNFAN, GENERATE HDNFNI(ENI001)
$





PARAM AE = 115.911
PARAM APLUG = 0.
EVALUATE AP = APLUG / AE
PARAM IRATIO n 8HCONSTANT
PARAM ITYPE = 1
PARAM IUNITS = 7HENGLISH
PARAM PREPRT = 2
PARAM RS = i.
PARAM ETANG = 0.
$ ENGINE REFERENCE AREA, SQFT
$ PRIMARY NOZZLE PLUG AREA, SQFT
$ NORMALIZED NOZZLE PLUG AREA
$ SPECIFIC HEAT OPTION
$ LINEAR INTERPOLATION
$ INPUT UNITS
$ PRINT FOR PREJET MODULE
$ OBSERVER DISTANCE, FT
$ ENGINE TILT ANGLE, DEG
EVALUATE
PARAM NENG = 3
PARAM SCRXXX = 3HEN1
PARAM IOUT = 0
PARAM IPRINT = 0
PARAM PLUG = .TRUE.
PARAM CIRCLE = .TRUE.
PARAM SUPER = .FALSE.
DELTA = ALPHA + ETANG $ ANGLE BETWEEN FLIGHT AND ENGINE, DEG
$ HUMBER OF ENGINES





$ NO PRIMARY STREAM SHOCK NOISE





$ GENSUP TABLE SUPPRESS(FACTOR}, 5 DB SUPPRESSION
$
TABLE SUPPRESL(FACTOR ) I SOURCE=* $
INT= 1 2
INDln RS 25 2 2
50.0, 63.0, 80.0, 100.0, 125.0, 160.0, 200.0,
250.0, 315.0, 400.0, 500.0, 630.0, 800.0, 1000.0,
1250.0, 1600.0, 2000.0, 2500.0, 3150.0, 4000.0, 5000.0,
6300.0, 8000.0, 10000.0, 12500.0
IND2n RS 35 2 2
5., 10., 15., 20., 25., 30_, 35., 40., 45., 50.,
55., 60., 65., 70., 75., 80., 85., 90., 95., 100.,
105., ii0., 115., 120., 125., 130., 135., 140., 145., 150.,
155., 160., 165., 170., 175.
IND3- RS 18 2 2
0., 5., 10., 15., 20., 25., 30., 35., 40.,
45., 50., 55., 60., 65., 70., 75., 80., 85.
DEP= RS
0.316228, 0.316228, 0.31_228, 0.316228, 0.316228, 0.316226, 0.316228,
0.316228, 0.316228, 0.316228, 0.316228, 0.316228, 0.316228, 0.316228,
31
total of ( 25 * 35 * 18 ) = 15750 supprasslon valuas
0 316228, 0.316228, 0.316228, 0.316228, 0.316228, 0.316228, 0.316228
END* $
$
$ GENSUP TABLE SUPPRESF(FACTOR}, 15 DB SUPPRESSION
$
TABLE SUPPRESF{FACTOR ) 1 SOURCE-* $
INT= i 2
INDI- RS 25 2 2
50.0, 63.0, 80.0, 100.0, 125.0, 160.0, 200.0,
250.0, 315.0, 400.0, 500.0, 630.0, 800.0, 1000.0,
1250.0, 1600.0, 2000.0, 2500.0, 3150.0, 4000.0, 5000.0,
6300.0, 8000.0, I0000.0, 12500.0
IND2= RS 35 2 2
5., 10., 15., 20., 25., 30., 35., 40., 45., 50.,
55., 60., 65., 70., 75., 80., 85., 90., 95., 100.,
105., 110., 115., 120., 125., 130., 135., 140., 145., 150.,
155., 160., 165., 170., 175.
IND3= RS 18 2 2
0., 5., 10., 15., 20., 25., 30., 35., 40.,
45., 50., 55., 60., 65., 70., 75., 80., 85.
DEP= RS
0.031623, 0.031623, 0.031623, 0.031623, 0.031623, 0.031623, 0.031623,
0.031623, 0.031623, 0.031623, 0.031623, 0.031623, 0.031623, 0.031623,
• total of ( 25 * 35 * 18 ) - 15750 suppression valuas





PARAM SCRXXX - 3HEN1 $ CODE USED TO FORM MEMBER NAME
PARAM IPRINT = 0 $ PRINT NOTHING
PARAM RHOA = 0. $ VALUE FROM APM
PARAM CA = 0. $ VALUE FROM APM
PARAM IOUT = 0 $ NO PRINT
PARAM IUNITS = 7HENGLISH $ INPUT UNITS
$ APPLY 15 DB SUPPRESSION TO TURBINE NOISE, GENERATE GETURS(ENI001)
$
PARAM MAX = SCRNNN $
PARAM I = i $
LAB1 CONTINUE $
PARAM SCRNNN = I $
EXECUTE GENSUP NOISE-GETUR SUPPRESS-SUPPRESF $
IF (I .EQ. MAX) GOTO LAB2 $




$ APPLY 15 DE SUPPRESSION TO FAN DISCHARGE NOISE, GENERATE HDNFNDS(ENI001)
$
PARAM MAX i SCRNNN $
PARAM I - I $
LAB3 CONTINUE $
PARAM SCRNNN - I $
EXECUTE GENSUP NOISE=RDNFND SUPPRESS-SUPPRESF $
IF {I .EQ. MAX} GOTO LAB4 $




$ APPLY 5 DE SUPPRESSION TO ?AN INLET NOISE, GENERATE HDNFNIS(EN1001)
$
PARAM MAX = SCRNNN $
PARAM I = 1 $
LAB5 CONTINUE $
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PARAM SCRNNN = I $
EXECUTE GENSUP NOISE-HDNFNI SUPPRESS-SUPPRESS $
IF (I .EQ. MAX) GOTO LAB6 $





$ PRO PARAMETERS COMMON TO ALL
$
PARAM IPRINT = 0 $ PRINT NOTHING
PARAM IOUT _ I $ DB OUTPUT
$ PARAM SIGMA - 485. $ DEFAULT GROUND FLOW RESIST, SLUG/SEC-CUFT
PARAM IUNITS - 7HENGLISH $ INPUT UNITS
PARAM NBAND n I
PARAM RS = 1.
PARAM SURFACE - 4HSOFT
PARAM COH _ .01
PARAM ABSORP _ .TRUE.
PARAM GROUND _ .TRUE.
PARAM PROTIME _ 3HENI
$ NUMBER OF SUBBANDS PER 1/3 OCTAVE
$ OBSERVER DISTANCE, FT
$ SURFACE TYPE OPTION
$ DEFAULT INCOHERENCE COEFFICIENT
$ ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION OPTION
$ GROUND EFFECTS OPTION
$ CODE USED TO FORM MEMBER NAME
$ PRO PARAMETER FOR AIRFRAME, EXECUTE PRO
$
PARAM PROSUM1 - 6HFNKAFM $ NAME OF NOISE UNIT
EXECUTE PRO PROSUMBPROSUM1, GEOM=WIND PROwPRO1 $ GENERATE PROIIPRES)
$
$ PRO PARAMETER FOR CORE, EXECUTE PRO
$
PARAM PROSUM2 = 5HGECOR $ NAME OF NOISE UNIT
EXECUTE PRO PROSUM_PROSUM2, GEOM-BODY PRO_PRO2 $ GENERATE PRO2(PRES)
$
$ PRO PARAMETER FOR TURBINE, EXECUTE PRO
$
PARAM PROSUM3 = 5HGETUR $ NAME OF NOISE UNIT
EXECUTE PRO PROSUMnPROSUM3, GEOMsBODY PRO_PRO3 $ GENERATE PRO3(PRES)
$
$ PRO PARAMETER FOR FAN DISCHARGE, EXECUTE PRO
$
PARAM PROSUH4 = 6HHDNFND $ NAME O? NOISE UNIT
EXECUTE PRO PROSUM-PROSUM4, GEOH_B_DY PRO=PRO4 $ GENERATE PRO4(PRES)
$
$ PRO PARAMETER FOR FAN INLET, EXECUTE PRO
PARAM PROSUM5 _ 6HHDNFNI $ NAME OF NOISE UNIT
EXECUTE PRO PROSUMnPROSUM5, GEOM'BODY PROnPRO5 $ GENERATE PROS(PRES}
$
$ PRO PARAMETER FOR JET, EXECUTE PRO
$
PARAM PROSUM6 _ 6HSTNJET $ NAME OF NOISE UNIT
EXECUTE PRO PROSUM-PROSUM6, GEOM=BODY PRO_PRO6 $ GENERATE PRO6(PRES}
$
$ PRO PARAMETER FOR SUPPRESSED TURBINE, EXECUTE PRO
$
PARAM PROSUM7 _ 6HGETURS $ NAME OF NOISE UNIT
EXECUTE PRO PROSUM-PROSUM7, GEOM=BODY PRO_PRO7 $ GENERATE PROT(PRES)
$
$ PRo PARAMETER FOR SUPPRESSED FAN Di_CHARGE, EXECUTE PRO
$
PARAM PROSUM8 _ 7HHDNFNDS $ NAME OF NOISE UNIT
EXECUTE PRO PROSUM=PROSUMS, GEOM_BODY PRO=PRO8 $ GENERATE PROS(PRES)
$
$ PRO PARAMETER FOR SUPPRESSED FAN INLET, EXECUTE PRO
$
PARAM PROSUM9 - 7HHDNFNIS $ NAME OF NOISE UNIT
EXECUTE PRO PROSUM_PROSUMg, GEOM=BODY PRO=PRO9 $ GENERATE PROg(PRSS}
$
$
$ LEV PARAMETERS COMMON TO ALL
$
PARAM IAWT _ .FALSE. $ A-WEIGHTED LEVEL OPTION








PARAM IOSPL m .FALSE.
PARAM IOUT - I
PARAM IPNL = .FALSE.
PARAM IPNLT w .TRUE.
PARAM NAWT m .FALSE.
PARAM NDWT m .FALSE.
PARAM NOSPL m .FALSE.
PARAMETERS COMMON TO ALL
PARAM DTIME " .5
PARAMETERS COMMON TO ALL
PARAM ISYM " .FALSE.





$ NO NARROW BAND DATA
$ NO NARROW BAND DATA
$ NO NARROW BAND DATA
$ RECEPTION TIME INCREMENT, SEC
$ NON-SYMMETRICAL OUTPUT
$ EPNL PLOT
$ PRINT PARAMETER COMMON TO ALL MODULES






















AND CNT PARAMETERS FOR AIRFRAME, EXECUTE LEV, EFF, AND CNT
PARAM MEMSUM ffi 6HPROI , 6HPRES




$ LEV UNIT NAME AND MEMBER NAME
$ CNT FILE NAME
$ GENERATE LEV(PNLT)
GENERATE EFF(EPNL)
$ GENERATE DATA FILE FRAMHBPR.OUT
AND CNT PARAMETERS FOR CORE, EXECUTE LEV, EFF, AND CNT
PARAM MEMSUM = 6HPRO2 , 6HPRES




$ LEV UNIT NAME AND MEMBER NAME
$ CNT FILE NAME
$ GENERATE LEV(PNLT)
$ GENERATE EFF(EPNL)
$ GENERATE DATA FILE COREHBPR.OUT
AND CNT PARAMETERS FOR TURBINE, EXECUTE LEV, EFF, AND CNT
PARAM MEMSUM - 6HPRO3 , 6HPRES $ LEV UNIT NAME AND MEMBER NAME
PARAM FILNAME - 8HTURBHBPR $ CNT FILE NAME
EXECUTE LEV $ GENERATE LEV(PNLT)
EXECUTE EFF $ GENERATE EFF(EPNL)
EXECUTE CNT $ GENERATE DATA FILE TURBHBPR.OUT
AND CNT PARAMETERS FOR FAN DISCHARGE, EXECUTE LEV, EFF, AND CNT
PARAM MEMSUM = 6HPRO4 , 6HPRES $ LEV UNIT NAME AND MEMBER NAME
PARAM FILNAME - 8HFANDHBPR $ CNT FILE NAME
EXECUTE LEV $ GENERATE LEV(PNLT}
EXECUTE EFF $ GENERATE EFF(EPNL}
EXECUTE CNT $ GENERATE DATA FILE FANDHBPR.OUT
AND CNT PARAMETERS FOR FAN INLET, EXECUTE LEV, EFF, AND CNT
PARAM MEMSUM = 6HPRO5 , 6HPRES $ LEV UNIT NAME AND MEMBER NAME
PARAM FILNAME - 8HFANIHBPR $ CNT FILE NAME
EXECUTE LEV $ GENERATE LEV(PNLT)
EXECUTE EFF $ GENERATE EFF(EPNL)
EXECUTE CNT $ GENERATE DATA FILE FANIHBPR.OUT
AND CNT PARAMETERS FOR JET, EXECUTE LEV, EFF, AND CNT
PARAM MEMSUM = 6HPRO6 , 6HPRES














AND CNT PARAMETERS FOR SUPPRESSED TURBINE, EXECUTE LEV, EFF, AND CNT
PARAM MEMSUM z 6HPRO7 , 6HPRES
PARAM FILNAME - 8HTURSHBPR
EXECUTE LEV
$ LEV UNIT NAME AND MEMBER NAME
$ CNT FILE NAME
$ GENERATE LEV(PNLT)
34
EXECUTE EFF $ GENERATE EFF(SPNL)
EXECUTE CNT $ GENERATE DATA FILE TURSHBPR.OUT
$
$ LEV AND CNT PARAMETERS FOR SUPPRESSED FAN DISCHARGE, EXECUTE LEV, EFF, AND CNT
$
PARAM MEMSUH _ 6HPRO8 , 6HPRES $ LEV UNIT NAME AND MEMBER NAME
PARAM FILNAME - 8HFADSHBPR $ CNT FILE NAME
EXECUTE LEV $ GENERATE LEV(PNLT)
EXECUTE EFF $ GENERATE EFF(EPNL}
EXECUTE CNT $ GENERATE DATA FILE FADSHBPR.OUT
$
$ LEV AND CNT PARAMETERS FOR SUPPRESSED FAN INLET, EXECUTE LEV, EFF, AND CNT
$
PARAM MEMSUM _ 6HPRO9 , 6HPRES _ LEV UNIT NAME AND MEMBER NAME
PARAM FILNAME m 8HFAISHBPR $ CNT FILE NAME
EXECUTE LEV $ GENERATE LEV(PNLT)
EXECUTE EFF $ GENERATE EFF(EPNL)
EXECUTE CNT $ GENERATE DATA FILE FAISHBPR.OUT
$
$ LEV AND CNT PARAMETERS FOR AIRFRAME AND ENGINE, EXECUTE LEV, EFF, AND CNT
PARAM MEMSUM = 6HPROI , 6HPRES
6HPR03 , 6HPRES
6HPRO5 , 6HPRES




, 6HPRO2 , 6HPRES ,
, 6HPRO4 , 6HPRES ,
, 6HPRO6 , 6HPRES
$ LEV UNIT NAMES AND MEMBER NAMES
$ CNT FILE NAME
$ GENERATE LEV(PNLT)
$ GENERATE EFF(EPNL)
$ GENERATE DATA FILE LOUDHBPR.OUT
$ LEV AND CNT PARAMETERS FOR AIRFRAME a ENGINE WITH SUPPRESSED FAN AND TURBINE,
$ EXECUTE LEV, EFF, AND CNT
$
PARAM MEMSUM - 6HPROI , 6HPRES , 6HPRO2 , 6HPRES ,
6HPRO6 , 6HPRES , 6HPRO7 , 6HPRES ,
6HPRO8 , 6HPRES , 6HPRO9 , 6HPRES
$ LEV UNIT NAMES AND MEMBER NAMES
PARAM FILNAME _ 8HHUSHHBPR $ CNT FILE NAME
EXECUTE LEV $ GENERATE LEV(PNLT}
EXECUTE EFF $ GENERATE EFF(EPNL)
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for each case. Predicted noise contour areas as well as noise level's predicted for
the FAA prescribed measuring point were used to determine the relative importance
of source components. The reduction in propulsion noise predicted for the advanced
technology aircraft caused airframe noise to be the second largest contributor to
!landing approach noise after the fan inlet component. These predictions indicate
that further reductions in propulsion noise beyond those identified in this paper
would not significantly reduce landing noise without a corresponding reduction in
airframe noise.
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